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The January, 1972, issue of The Arithmetic Teacher was dedicated to

diividuaiiing mthemntics cion in the elementary schools. Most

of the articles in that Issue dealt with self paced modularized approaches

to indiv-dualization. Since then a substantial amount of research investi

gating the effectfveness of this approach has been reported. This paper

is a summary of research studies comparing elementary school mathematics

instruction via this individualized approach to other instructional

approaches. The results may be surprising to some but any elementary

educator involved in mathematics instruction will find them very interes ing

and useful.

Many of the research studies cited include Individually Prescribed

instruction (IPT) or Program for Learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN)

one of the treatments. Following is a brief description of each.

In 1964 work was begun at The Learning Research and Development Center

in Pittsburgh to develop an individualized instruction system. Some major

characteristics of IPI are the following.

1. Specific behavioral ob:;ectives are listed.

2. A variety of instructional activities are included

eight levels of difficulty.

Diagnostic tests for placement pretests of units arid post

tests of unis are all included. Some cur iculum eMbedded

tests also serve to assess _astery.

4. Tests are scored hythe student or by teacher aides.

5. The teacher di,.-noses tha students needs and prescribes the

next assignment based on this dia-nosis.
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The In arithmetic program is primarily computational

with little emphasis on concept development.

The overall aim of IPI is to provide a model curriculum fo

elementary school_ that is both cost effective and capable

of providing all kinds of children with an individualized

education (Edmunds, 1971; p. 13).

Since 1966, Research for Better Schoo has di-ected large scale

te_ ing of the IPI system. Positive results are reported (Edmunds, 1971)

though many studies cited in this review are not in agreement with that

cohclusion.

In. 1967 the Westinghouse Learning Cerporation began development of PLAN.

Flelnagar (1970) lists some of the characteristics of PLAN.

1. Each modul_ contains five objectives and includes

_approximately a mo-week segment of instruction.

2. Each module contains a teaching7learning=unit, a.

four-page guide listing the objectiveland the

materials the student should use.

3. Effort is made to provide for indiv_dual differences with

alternative instructional methods.

4. Mastery tests and affective measures of several types are

included..

The teacher provides guidance for ind vidual students in

,planning their program.

Westinghouse provides computer test scoring and -ecord

keeping to PLAN users.

'J.12. has also been evaluated extensively for purposes of revision and
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to assess effectiveness. PLAN is designed to be adaptable to an existing

curriculum, while IPI is essentially self-contained, though their approaches

to individualization are very similar.

Other Teaching Approaches

A substantial nuMber of the studies cited included a teacher or re-

searcher designed individualized program. Unless otherwise stated these

.orograms involved student self pacing within a sequence of learning packets

Or units. It was the individual student's responsibility to achieve the

objectives specified it each learning packet. Many of the approaches involved

a variety of media but for the most part students learned independently from

textbooks or worksheets at their own pace. Pretests and posttests were-in-

cluded will each learning packet and passing one or both of these was a pre-

requisite to progress to the next packet- The teacher's role was that of

record keeper, individual tutor, and sometimes curriculum developer.

Certainly the self paced programs were not identical but they had those

chara-teristices cited above in common with each other and with IPI and PLAN.

The few exceptions to this will be noted.

In many studies, the individualized treatment is compared to a "traditional"

.treatment. The researchers did not always describe this method in great detail.

With some noted exceptions the traditional method was teacher centered and

zher paced with common tests given at the same time to all twenty to thirty-

4 students within a self contained classroom. Again, the traditional approach

2Zers from one study to another but these are common characteristics.which

he contrast to the individualized approach.

DescripLion of the Studi,,s

Due to space limitations the discussion of individual studies must be very
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brief. There are some characteristics common to nearly all the studies.

Only exceptions to these will bc noted In the discussion of the individual

studies. First, only studies in which the comparison groups were "equivalenC!

'oefore the study are reported. The methods of achieving equivalence

random assignment of students or classes to treatments, matching one treatment

-roup to another on several variables such as sex, IQ or p evious mathematics

achievement, or statistical equating by analysis of covariance or the use of

pretest to posttest change scores as criterion measures.

Second, the length of the studies were typically one aca e ic year.

Third, the students comprising the samples were white, middle class, normally

distributed students on school variables as well as socio-economic variables.

Several exceptions to this are noted and are woith separate consideration.

The sample sizes, excepting the educable mentally retarded studies,

from sixty two to over one thousand,with a median of about three hundred

fifty.

Fourth, the criterion measures (dependent variables ) -ere typically

sta.ndardized arithmetic achieve-ent tests and their subtests and some commonly

ad attitude scales. The specific test used in each study will not be reported

hare. The Io a Test of Basic Skills, Stanford Achievement Tests-Arithmetic,

SRA Mathematics Battery Sequential Test of Educational Progress-Mathematics,

and Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills are some of the achievement te ts

utilized. The attitude scales were, for example, Semontic Differential Attitude

_Toward School, Aiken's Revised Mathemat-cs Attitude Inventory, and Scriven

Attitude Sirvey. Analysis of variance and t-tasts were the most common statis-

-cal techniques used to test differences in group means. Unless otherwise

-tated statistically significant means di2Zerences at the .05

level. Readers interested in 6

ability



more details about specific studies must, unfortunate y, refer to the source

as lisqed in the References.

Finally, there seemed to be distinct differences in the findings for

younger students as co pared to :lder elementary students, and for educable

mentally retarded students as compared to "no _udents. Thus, the re-

sults for these groups are discussed separa e y, followed by soma interpre-

tations of the findings for all groups.

Kinder erten to Grade Four

Evidence concerning the effectiveness of UT at this level i

Harper (1973) found tnat fourth and fifth graders taught in an IPI system

scored significantly higher in achieveme. t than both a traditionally taught

group and a group taught by a small group approach. Clough (1971) found that

IPI first graders, but not second and third graders, scored significantly

higher in mathematics computation than traditionally taught first graders. No

significant differences were found at the other grade levels or in concept,

reasoning.)or total mathematics achievement at any of the three grade levels.

No, significant differences in arithmetic achievement were found between

IPI students and traditionally taught students in grades three, four and five

(Fisher, 1968), in grades three and four (Johnson, 1972), in grades one to six

(Meade and Grffin, 1969), and in grades one to three (Gaskill, 1971). Fisher's

(1968) study also included progratimed instruction as a treatment with no sig-

nificant differences in mathematics achievement among the three treatments.

Taylor and Fleming (1972) had found arithmetic achievement differences

favoring in over a traditional approach after one year of IPI. However, in
fi

this, their third year evaluation, they found significant differences in com-

putational skills in grades two, three and four, and significant difference's in



both computation and concepts in grades four, five and six all favoring the

traditional group.

Only one study with students at this level involving PLAN was found.

Abate (1973) used a-sample of students grades one through four and

_ yzed the results grade level by grade level. The fourth grade tradi-

tional group's mathematics achievement =earl was significantly higher than the

PLAN fourth graders but no significant differences In achievement were found

a: the other grade levels. Abate also found the PLAN first graders had a

significantly more positive attitude toward school than the traditional fi

graders while at the fourth grade level the reverse was true. No signi4 cant

ces in attitude toward school were found in grades two and three.

Teacher and researcher developed individualized programs fared about as

wall as IPI and PLAN when compared to other methods. Two researchers report

mathe atics achievement gains in an ind-vidualized program to be significantly

greater than-those in comparable traditionally taught classes (Broussard, 1971;

Bradford, 1973). Broussard's findings involved inner city fourth graders and

occurred in the arithmetic skills and concepts subtests as well as in overall

mathematics achievement.

No significant difference in mathematics achievement between an indi-

vidualized group and a comparison group was found at the kindergarten and first

level (Codde, 1973), the fourth grade level (Bartel, 1966; Gibis' 1971;

tbrese, 1972), and in grades one through six (rychsen, 1971). Bartel (1966)

did find the individualized group mean on the concepts subtest to be signifi-

cantly highex than that of the traditional group. Other criteria were analyzed

f.11 some of the above studies and the findings are summarized in Table 2.

In a comparison study involving third, fourth and fifth graders, Burchyett
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(1973) found the fourth grade traditional grouo's mathematics achievement

mean to be higher than the individualized groWs mean, but no significant

differences were found in grades __e and five. In another study, tradi-

tionally taught second graders scored significantly higher in arith e

achievement than a comparable individualized group (Earnsha 1973). How-

ever, Earnshaw's inaividualized treatment appears to be considerably less

structured than IPI.

Wasden (1971) compared students in individualized elementary schools and

parable traditional schools in five school districts. Arithmetic achievement

was one of several criteria used. Consistently, with few exceptions the

traditional students significantly outscored the individualized students in

-ithmetic skills. The individualized students performed better only in a

test of language arts among the seven achievement criteria.

Table 1 summarizes the arithmetic achievement findings. The mixed

Table 1

Summary of Arithmetic Achievementk

Results in Kindergarten to Grade Four

A

_;.__vidualzed Approach Favored Individualized Favored Control N. S. D.

IPI and. FLIUi

Researcher or
_Teacher Developed

Clough, 1971

Harper, 1973

Broussard- 1971

Bradford, 1972

Bartel, 1966

Taylor, 1972

Abate, 1973

Johnson, 1972

Meade and Grif in, 1972.

Gaskill, 1971

Fisher, 1963

Burchyett, 1973 Godde, 1973

Earnshaw, 1973 Tychsen, 1971
Putbrese, 1972.

Wasden, 1971 Gibish, 1971

*Some researchers analyzed achievement gain scores', some posttest achievement scores and
others adjusted posttest means using covariates. In addition, studies are listed As
favoring an approach if significant differences were found on any achievement subtest.
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suits are further discassed in a later section. Individualized Instruction

fared better on other measured variables, particularly affective varl4v.-s.

Most researchers reported "positive attitud " of teachers and students toward

the individualized approach. Ho eyer. only those studies which included an

objective measure of the respective variable are given consiaeration here.

In only one such case did scores on an affective measu e favor the traditional

approach, though several researchers reported na significant differences. The

finaings are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2

Summary of Other Criteria in ..Cindergar en to Grade Four

Criterion Favored Individualized Favored Control NED

Aude 1.oward

School

NotivLtion =

A

Self Concept

Abate 1973 (Grade 1 'only)..Abate, 1973 (Grade 4 only

Goddei 1973.

Earnshaw, 1973

=Earnshaw, 1973

Bradford, 1973

Gaskill, 1971
(low ability only)

Gibbish;

Tychsen, 1971

T-.LLIe Series Achievement PUthrese, 1972

Retention PUtbrese, 1972

Fifth Grade to Eishth Grade

Studies involving eiahth and ninth grade general mathe-- ics students ari

included in this section. Algebra one studies, regardless of grade level, are

excluded.

In only one of seven studies which included In or PLAN as a t eatment were
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significant differences in mathematics achievement in favor of, in this case,

*IPI reported. In an ESEA Title III final program evaluation, thirty IPI sixth

g -aders scored significantly higher in mathe atics achievement than thirty

randomly selected sixth graders i the same school district (Projcet Skill, 1972).

No significant differences in measures of attitude toward school or of attitude

toward mathematics were found. Shumaker (1972) found no significant differences

(IPI versus traditional) in mathematics achievement, study habits or attitudes

toward mathematics at the end of the seventh grade.

In the remaining three studies which involved IPI, results in mathematics

achievement favored th contr:01 group. Verheul's (1972) traditional sixth

graders outscored the IPI group in both arithmetic computation and total mathe-
fi

matics achievrment, while analysis of several other criteria yielded mixed

results. Th3mas (1972) reported mathematics achievement differe,ces in favor of

the tradi onal group of fifth and sixth graders, too, but attitude toward

school changed more positively in the IPI group.

One of the studies most damaging to IPI is that of Fiedler (1972). -Using

students who were in the fifth and sixth grades at the end of a two year study,

ic found much greater achievement gains in the traditional groUp than n the In

group on all subtests and the total Score on the Stanford Achievement Test-

Arithmetic with no reversals at either grade level 4.001 in the sixth grade and

002 in the fifth grade).

Two researchers using fifth grade subjects found results favoring a tra-

ditional group over a PLAN group. Ferney's (1970) criterion was arithmetic

reasoning. Brust (1972) found highly significant differences (p4.001) in

arithmetic computation in favor of the traditional group, but no signiicant

d?Zerences on the subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test.-

Of the eleven studies located in this category in which the indivitlualizL-d

approach 11
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was tea her developed, findings favoring the individualized group Ili mathematics

achievement were reported in only two. Malcolm (1973) found a significant

diffe ence in total mathematics achievement in favor of individualized seventh

graders and in arithmetic skills 1n favor of individualized seventh, th,

and ninth graders. Attitude toward mathematics was also significantly _ter

in the individualized seventh and ninth grades, but not eighth grade, compared

to their traditionally taught counterparts. In another study, eighth grade

boys of average mathematics ability and below average IQ scored significantly

higher in mathematics achievement in an individualized program than in a

traditional one (Nix, 1970). No significant differences were found in other

categories or in the total group, however.

In one of the few studies which was conducted in Europe, Larsson 1973)

reported on Sweden's Individualized Mathe atics Teaching Project (IMU).

is ai ed for grades seven, eight, and nine. It is a modularized progra-

3.st nine modules for the three grades, thus not fitting the IPI or PLAN

rith

paradigm. However, it was, at least initially, a student paced program.

Larsson reports that cont 01 of progress was returned to the teacher after some

initial bad experiences. When students in IMIT were compared to a control group,

no significant attitude differences were found and since the IMU students were

volunteers and initially superior to the control students, Larsson reports that

no achievement comparfsons were meaningful.

One other researcher reported no significant difference in mathematics

achievement gains between an individualized group of eighth grauers and

group (LaPlaca, 1974).

Seven researchers reported -athematics achievetent differences favoring a

control teacning approach over a researcher or teacher prepared individualized

12



approach. --Whipple (1972) conducted a fou -6en day study. He compare

. groups- of ,eighth graders7-one taurtht a unit of metric geometry.:by a-laboratory

method and:the Other by individualized lea ning packets. The mean scores c

t e-laboratory group on each of two researcher constructed achievement tests

w re significantly higher than the means of the individualized packet group.

Three.year-long studies with junior high samples also resulted in higher
_
mathematics-achievement by the traditional group (Crangle- 1971; Schaefer,

1972;-Wheaton,:1972). Schaefer (1972) found achievement differences at

e .01 probability level and no significant_difference on a measure

esteem. Crangle.(1971) rePorted that the higher achieving

1 =-_
gnificantly less time to reach their achievemen

_ividualized group.

of self

traditional group

O'Neill (1971) reported similar findings with disadvantage
L.,

fifth graders. The traditional.,group scored significantly highs

-

individualized group on a researcher developed mathematics achieve

while no Significant difference-in attitude towardmathematics-was found-.1

In a semester-long study involVitg five.hund ed ixty student

eight, Amendbla (1973) used cognitive and affective measures

grades

compare

in a continuous Tiogress program to a traditionally taught control

group. Comparisons of cognitive measures we e only made with third, fifth and

saventhgraders. The attitude and achievement measures were administered

=.-
anc a,Lter the treatment. The traditional group scored significantly

11::..3her in co putational skill than the continuous progres oup. There was

gnificant difference in arithmetic concepts or attitude.

:Finally, individUalized instruction fared ve y poorly in a study conducted

in Volusia County,Florida (Sutton,1967. ). Twenty-eight seventh grade mathemat



teachers teaching thirty eight classes using learning packets and twenty

seven cl sses by their usual teacher centered approach were involved i

the study. In ell, one thouSand ninety one ,seventh graders comprised the

classes. Reasoning and,arithmetic.fundamentals ,ests of the California

Aohi vement-Bettery were dependent ve ables, After the one year treatment-,

reasoning subtest means of the tradit onal group were significantly higher

than the learning packet group with no significant difference in arithmetic

fundamentals.

The findings in mathematics achievement are summarized in Table

like the primary grades, the resul- in:grades five to eight very definitel

favor the non-individualized teaching approac e

Table

Summary of NatheMatics AchievemehtiResultS in,Grades-Five to Eight

Individualized Approach Favored Indi-idualized Favored:Control

and PLAN Pro-ect Skill, 1972 Fiedler, .1972

'Bru 1972

Ferney, -1970

VerheUl, 1972

ThoMes, 1972

'llesearcher or Teacher,-:

-Prepared

MelcolM 1973

Nix 1970'(helow-

average 1:Jaya:only).

er, 1973

Amendole, 1973

Whipple, 1972

Crangle, 1971

0 Neill, 1971

Schaefer

Larsson, 1973

Laplace, 1974



On othercriteria th re is much more ambiguity, but

it is very difficult to escape the conclusion tha ith students at this level

individualized instruction has occn a failure. Table 4 provides a.summary of

results on criteria other than maCcematics achievement.

!;itude

Table 4

Summary of Other Criteria in Grades Five to Eight

Favored Individualized Favored Control

Xathematics

'-Esteem

=.E.OiZS

Malcolm, 1973 Whipple, 1972 Project Skill 1972.

Shumaker, 1973

O'Neill, 1971

Larrson 1973

Shaefer

Brust, 1972

Verheul, 1972

Shumaker, 1973

Crangle, 1971

iltzitude Toward Thomas, 1972

School

Ferney, 1970

Amendola, 1973

Soontaneous & Adaptive

ibility

I-Slf Perception of

ComPeteney

iciency LaPlacai1974:

.Ferney, 1970

Crangle, 1971

O'Neill, 1971

WaipPle- 1972
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Educable Men_allv Retarded Students

Only three studies were found which compared individualized instruction

with other methods to teach educable mentally 'etarded (EMR) ._en. -he

results are mixed. Arrants (1973) used IPI with a group of twenty EMR

in the primary grades and conventional teaching methods with

uden

second, comparable

grotp of fo ty five students. Using mental age as a covariate he found a dir-

_ference .01) in arithmetic achievement favoring the IPI group but n sig

nificant difference in mator. skills attained or in measures of acceptable be-

havior.

Wood (1973) also used IPI with a group of E. students at the seventh

hth and ninth grade level. No significant difference in mathematic

achievement means was found between the IPI

the treatment.

Tack (1972) reported no significant differences

oup and a traditional group a

ment between two groups of second, third,and foUrth

prived students. The experimental treatment group

Westinghouse Learning Center_using programmed inst

positive reinforcement while the control group was

in mathematics achielie-
-

ade educationally de-

was instructed in a

uction and methods of_

randomly selpeted from tea

..separate, heterogeneous, self-cOntained classroom with no -pecial' treatMent.

Suprisingly, with this pretest-posttest design-the control group shOwed.:a

significantly greater reading gain than -he experimental group'.

Inter retaLions

Individualized instruction of the type u

zive to adopt-, and long rupexpenses, thou

still liZcely to exceed those in a_traditional

Griztnez, 1971). More work is expected or the

ed in these studies is v ex-

h they decreaseover time, are

program .(Edmund- 1971;

achers and most prow:

1971;

thOuL
-
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not always have, teacher aides or a computer to help with he manage e

the program (Edmunds, 1971; Frary, 1971; Lipson, 1974) A good deal of com-

mitment of time and energies'ef -hool and/or outside ersonnel is needed to .

convince teacher students parents, and school boards th option is

wise (Taylor.-and Fleming,. 1973; Meade%and' G 'ffin, 1969;. John xi, -1972).

Surely the burden of proof that there is so e Tay- off for thi -added expense

-
and effort lies with the advocates of this approach.

Thus, in interpreting the findings one should consider =he traditional

approach to be analogous to a defendant in a trial--that is, innocentuntil

13170ven Findingsof !no significant difference': d not:.mearione

approach is just as good as the othe-- They Ian no evidence." The defen

is still innocent. The findings in kindergarten through grade four achieve

men hich are summarized in Table I appear to be ambiguou

However, nly five of the eighteen studies provide

ditional approach, and in fact, five others

This is a very poor sho _ng for an approach

at glance.

evidence against the trs

are in the opposite direction.

ant

hich demands so much extra effor

and expense Of course Table 2 looks Much better

approach especially on affective measures.
-

In grades five th-ough eight the individualized approachhas very de

for the individualized

nitely not been effective in

these researchers. In fact,

-search has such a clear cut answer.

mathematics a measured by any criteria used'by-

ualized approaches

re that a quest n in educational re-

The few studies supportin the individ-

e far outweig ed by est. avoring the traditional

ap-3roaches even on affective measures. There is not enough evidenc

any conciUaions about individualization

7

or tudents.

to



Studies of the type rep rted here are always subject to criticism.

For example, were the experimentors biased against o e of the approaches?

The answer is probably yes. With one or two exceptions tha reserthcrs set

out to prove the effectiveness of their jnividualized approa-h. The reports

are clearly written froi that standpoint as evidenced by the time spe t in

explaining the individualized approaches and the tone of the interpretations

the results. If experimentor bias has affected the outcomes it has served

to make them even less damaging to the individualized approach than they already

awthorne Effect, pr the novelty ofbeing -in a 'new" pr

nd to temporarily inflate the outc mes in the experimental groups Some

e findings favoring the individualized approach may be due to th s effect.

At any rate if the Hawthorne Effect was a factor it also worked in favor of

the individualized approach.

One might ar ue that the criterion tests were inappropriate. Theoret-

ically, such an argument may have some substance. But from the practical

standpoint, elementary school teachers are expected to leave the students with

a firm grounding in arithmetic skills, reasoning, and applications. It mill

take more than a theoretical argument to convince the parents and tax p yers

that this should not be our, major purpose in teaching arithme ic.

Based on the studies reviewed students.in grades five to eight seem to

perform more poorly in individualized programs than those in the primary grades.

One explanation for this is that the older children, unlike the younger

have already learned how to laarn in a traditional classrOOm anlrmu unlearn

this before they can succeed under individualization. If that is true-one

would expect the



students in individualized programs to get- better each year that the program

is in operation. However, Taylor and Fleming (1972) found achievement dif-

ferences in favor of IPI after one year of ope on but in favor of Lhe tr

ditional group aiter the third year of IPI. In fact, only.-one of four other

_atudies_involving students in_their second or third year of IPI reports

achievement results in favor of IPI (Project Skill, 1972). Thomas(1972)

reports greater achievement for the control group even though the IPI group

was in their second year. Fiedler (1972) reports much greater achievement

for the centrol group over the'IPI ::roup in- A two Year study(at the .001 and
k

.002 probability levels).

Of Course, it is impossible to know the quality of 'the teather And-re"

searcher developed programs. Perhaps this type of individualization isHa

viable, even a superior, teaching approach but the practitioners simply failed

to develop and execute it properly. Before jumping to that 'conclusion, howeve

it should be noted that IPI, after over ten years of development by expers,

under nearly ideal conditions, and PLAN with-only a few less years fere& no

-better than the teacher or researcher developed individualized Programs.

Why -ere the individualized approaches not more,successful? Some re-

searchers spedulated about the answer to this question, but studies of this

type are not designed to provide data to help ans However, there is a

fairly substant al body of recent resea ch in which aspeets of individualized

instruction are studiad. What types Of students do best in this approach?

What types of.teache 0 Are there sex ifferences? What content works best?

,-.What is the nature of studenttteacher. interaction in-this APproach? How doe-

and should diagnosis and prescription take place? A review of thiaresearch ia

-.-presently under preparation.



Do these findings carry into secondary and pest secondary schools?

in recent research is very enlightening. A review of studies comparing

individualized approaches with other approaches in secondary school and

beyond is also being prepared.
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